PROGRAM FCST FUNCTION FCEXEC MOD IGNORETS

Purpose

MOD IGNORETS sets which types of data are to be ignored by Operations ADJUST-Q or RES-SNGL.

Format

Use Format B2 with two dates on the command card.

.IGNORETS startdate enddate [ FGROUP ]
identifier keyword [ / opname ]

where startdate is the start date which must be greater than or equal to Technique STARTRUN
enddate is the end date
keyword is one of:
o POOL - for reservoir pool data
o INST - for instantaneous observed discharge
o MEAN - for period averaged observed discharge
o ALL - for all observed data

Example

In this example instantaneous observed discharge data will be ignored for Segment RPDM5, period averaged observed discharge data will be ignored for Segment LQPM5 and all observed data will be ignored for Segment NULM5 from November 23 to November 30.

.IGNORETS 1123 1130
RPDM5 INST
LQPM5 MEAN
NULM5 ALL